Working Towards a
Zero Carbon
National Park
Climate Change Summit Report

10:00 – 16:00
Tuesday 15 October 2019
Pavilion Arts Centre, Buxton
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Objectives
By the end of the day we will have:
1. Reflected on and reinforced the need to work towards Net Zero Carbon by 2050;
2. Better understood the current emissions sources produced by the Peak District
National Park;
3. Heard expert insights around the topics of land management and sustainable
transport;
4. Identified the actions we can take, under these topics, which will offer the greatest
contribution towards our national emission reduction targets;
5. Heard from local leaders on their commitments to move from words to action.
Agenda
The final agenda was as follows:
Time
09:30

Arrival

Details
Registration, refreshments & networking

10:00

Welcome

Lord Burlington, High Sheriff of Derbyshire

The challenge

Dianne Jeffrey, Chair, Peak District National Park
Management Plan Advisory Group

Zooming in…

Land management & transport ‘lightning talks’
from a range of national specialists

Break

Refreshments & networking

Insight & ideas

Group discussions around the topics of land
management & transport

Lunch

Please ensure you have informed us of any
special dietary requirements in advance

Actions with impact

Group discussions to draw out the actions which
will deliver the greatest emissions reduction across
the National Park

Commitment & leadership

Questions, answers & commitments from local
leaders around emission reductions

Close

Reflections & thanks. Andrew McCloy, Chair,
Peak District National Park Authority

11:45

13:00

16:00

Session

For a list of attendees please see Appendix 1.
Welcome
Lord Burlington, High Sheriff of Derbyshire.
Welcomed everyone to the summit with an address which stressed the need for
collaboration and collective responsibility in our approach to tackling climate change.
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The challenge
The purpose of this session was to reflect on and reinforce the need to work towards Net
Zero Carbon by 2050 and develop a deeper understanding of the current emissions
sources produced by the Peak District National Park.
Dianne Jeffrey, Chair of the Peak District National Park Management Plan Advisory Group
explained that the Area of Impact 1: Preparing for a future climate, sits at the top of the
NPMP due to the importance of the need to reduce emissions and the potential threat to
the special qualities of the National Park and the communities who live work and visit the
area.
The outcome of this summit will be developed into an action plan and monitored as part
of the National Park’s Management Plan. The monitoring will be undertaken by the
independent Advisory Group which meets quarterly to review progress.

Matt Mardling, Senior Strategy Officer, PDNPA explained the Peak District emission pie
charts and the rationale for focusing on land management and transport.
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Zooming in…
This session provided an opportunity to hear expert insights around the topics of land
management and sustainable transport.
Bren Hodkinson – DEFRA Agriclimate, Bioenergy & Anaerobic Digestion
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Dan Hird - Head of Corporate Finance Triodos Bank
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Mark Daly – Nottingham City Council
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Alistair Kirkbride – Transport Consultant
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Questions for speakers
The questions put forward by delegates, and the responses from the speakers, can be
viewed below:
Questions for Bren Hodkinson, Defra
Can you elaborate on how Farm
Emissions Reduction Plan (FERP) feeds
into Environmental Land Management
Schemes (ELMSs)?
How will the scheme for
productivity/efficiency in farming be
integrated with ELMS to ensure the
outcomes are all positive?
You referred to the carrot and stick –
could you comment on the balance
between the 2. The need for clarity
now for businesses (farming and land
management) to adapt in advance in
response to knowing what is coming in
terms of the polluter pays principle.
Tell us about the analysis of different
habitat and carbon sequestration and
permanent storage. Especially speciesrich grassland and improved/regularly
reseeded grassland.
Will increased afforestation reduce
increase in restored bog?
How does Government policy relate to
global policies? Convention on
Biological Diversity (CBD), Sustainable
Development Goals (SDGs), and IUCNs
Promise of Sydney?
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Response
ELM is the main policy tool re: climate, but will
support land-based solutions. FERP will
complement and inform ELM but is more
focussed on  10year farming solutions.
The productivity policy team have access to
emerging science and research from FERP to
help identify activities which complement
emissions reduction.

Too early to say. Things to consider are
whether we can measure at farm scale what
activities are polluting/ beneficial.

Mature pasture/grassland probably already
‘fully’ sequestered. But will have wider
environmental benefit.
Hopefully not if done correctly. Paludiculture
(sustainable management of peatlands
through wet agriculture) is an interesting topic
of conversation.
UK is a Paris Agreement signatory. To be honest
the international bit isn’t my area of expertise –
sorry!
Climate action is a SDG and both climate and
agriculture (globally) underpin most of the
SDGs.
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Questions for Bren Hodkinson, Defra

CO2 emissions – from agriculture. Do
these include moorland? What is the
picture for upland areas? For farming
and land management.

The pie charts show emissions. Are
these not figures? Does forestry and
moorland not sequester more carbon
than associated agriculture emits?

Is FERP encouraging mixed farming
methods?
Questions for Dr Ceris Jones, NFU

Is the NFU encouraging different
farming methods?

How can increased efficiency in
agricultural production best deliver
win:win scenarios for GHG and
biodiversity?
What is the NFUs message to farmers
and land managers around the need
to consider key opportunities for nature
recovery networks before increasing
grassland productivity in upland areas
like the Peak District?
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Response
CO2 emissions are from farming only (to farm
gate). Uplands can have a role if able to move
into higher sequestering uses: i.e. woodland,
peat restoration.
Best viewed holistically on wider environmental
benefits of upland management, e.g.
biodiversity, Natural Flood Management
(NFM), water, leisure.
Pie charts are post Farm Gate and absolute
(not including sequestration). At present
sequestration is marginal. For example,
environment stewardship schemes provide
around 1MTCO2e.
But opportunities for woodland, forestry,
energy crops etc.
For context; to offset all agri-emissions (10% UK)
with forestry would require a forest covering
Cornwall, Devon, Somerset, Gloucestershire,
Dorset.
If these can demonstrate good opportunities
to reduce emissions, then it’ll be considered.
Complex area!
Response
Diversity of measures, farms and farming
systems are important but perhaps not a return
to the mixed farms of old. The climate is
changing, but mixed farms for the 21st Century
with closer relationships between livestock and
arable/horticultural farms?
Improvements in productivity equals more or
the same from less. Reducing total GHGs. Less
‘leaky’ agricultural (food) systems take
pressure off other non-productive parts of the
farmed environment.
Not sure I see these as a trade-off. Improving
productivity (output vs input) does not
necessary mean increasing production.
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Questions for Dr Ceris Jones, NFU

What are the most significant changes
that a. dairy farmers b. beef farmers
and c. sheep farmers make in
reducing GHG emissions/increasing
sequestration?

Why don’t we see more investment in
glass house production in the UK, like in
the Netherlands? Drive down food
miles therefore CO2 emissions?

Questions for Dan Hird, Triodos Bank
How robust is carbon storage in the
face of a changing climate?

How can an income stream be
generated from environmental
services?
Given the long-term nature of err…
nature do you see a role for a
sovereign fund to back up private
capital?
Are there any projects looking at
regenerative agriculture and scope for
C-sequestration.
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Response
There are no silver bullets – it’ll be a jigsaw of
measures, e.g.
- Improving animal health (reducing
lameness, mastitis)
- Introducing legumes into swards or herbal
leys to replace some N.
- Genetics (use of EBVs/PGIs as appropriate
to breeds) – esp. in dairy.
- Improving fertility.
- Feed/fodder to meet animal demand.
- Energy efficiency esp. in dairy.
Carbon Storage;
- Increasing carbon stored in long-term
grasslands is tricky but adjusting pH,
alleviating impaction, introducing other
plant species might help.
- Maintenance of these grassland stores are
very important however.
- How might bigger hedgerows or shelterbelts/wind breaks not only store additional
carbon but improve livestock productivity?
Great idea, especially as the climate is
changing. And a fantastic opportunity to link
to anaerobic digestion – using heat and CO2
produced to grow protected crops.
How would the National Park respond to the
planning request? As the climate warms, might
the Peak District be able to grow crops that it
hasn’t in the recent past?
Response
Agree that evidence-based certification of
sequestration and maintenance of storage
schemes is important to ensure continued
payments. Maybe we also need a carbontax?
Need to identify and engage those parties
who stand to gain from the interventions, either
through cost savings, CAPEX offset etc.
Only engagement and negotiation will confirm
the answer this question.
Yes maybe. These models are in trial stage at
the moment and aren’t yet proven with
proven income streams. But once they are, the
long-term vision is to unlock patient capital like
pensions and sovereign wealth money.
I’ve not seen any personally but no reason why
not.
Need to understand what regenerative
agriculture is – organic/biodynamic?
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Questions for Dan Hird, Triodos Bank

Why aren’t land owners/ managers
involved in delivery?

Do you think we need to look at a new
way of investing in our landscape,
putting people and conservation at
the heart of sustainable development?
How do you envisage local authorities
specifically investing in natural capital?
What is their role?
Offsetting carbon does not drive
behaviour change, so is this what
should be offered at airports, for
example?
Questions for Mark Daly, Nottingham
City Council

The maths of CO2 emissions around
electric vehicle usage stack up; But
what about the encapsulated CO2 of
production? There seems to be little
information.

EVs – is battery production
sustainable? (at much higher numbers)

What about farms as electric
‘refuelling’ stations across the Peak
District?
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Response
They could and should be in future. At the
moment it’s easier for us (Triodos)to work with
3rd sector organisation, which are not-for-profit
and track record of delivery e.g. Moors for the
Future Partnership (MFFP). Also easier to get
grant support for trial projects.
Yes – but what is needed is capital and
collaboration/ shared goals quite urgently.
People are involved – community involvement,
volunteering, eco-tourism.
Local authorities could play an instrumental
role and real opportunity to show leadership.
e.g. SIO6, CIL, Biodiversity Net Gain, Access to
Land, Co-investment.
Agree- but maybe it’s the start of a
conversation and it might be possible to
engage/persuade the airport to embark on its
own carbon reduction to zero plan whilst
offsetting current CO2 into environmental
restorative projects. – win, win!
Response
1. If by encapsulated carbon, you mean the
production of the vehicles? Many
manufacturers are building totally
recyclable cars. Take BMW – their EV plant
in Leipzig has solar power (self-sufficient),
grey water, its own woodland for internal
trim.
2. Batteries at the end of life for cars have
plenty of life for energy storage to use in
renewable energy applications. Many
other car manufacturers are doing what
BMW are doing as they make the shift from
fossil to EV cars.
P.S. I’m not an apologist for the car industry  .
Lithium is a very common element, the biggest
user at the moment is in phones and laptops
etc (50x greater than EVs). Commodities
analysts have said recently that there is plenty
to go around. Also technology is advancing
fast to reduce overall amounts in batteries. This
is true of all of the other components.
If farms have the supply of electricity available,
have good access, are in places where drivers
want to be then yes, why not!
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Questions for Mark Daly, Nottingham
City Council

With EVs being much cheaper to drive,
won’t people drive much more? What
should we do about that?

How are charging times for electric
vehicles compared to refuelling with
petrol or diesel? … and if significantly
longer, how do you incentivise
change?

EVs being so expensive makes this form
of transport inequitable. What do you
think needs to happen to resolve this?

What prospects are there of electric
off-road heavy vehicles. Tractors,
diggers etc?

Questions for Alistair Kirkbride,
Transport Consultant
A significant level of tourism to the
Peak District (c. 90%) are day visitors
who live within an hour’s drive. Could
we influence change in this market to
stay longer, in turn enabling an
increase in spend in the local
economy, which could be reinvested
to improve connectivity therefore
impacting residential movement as
well? 10% improvement in connectivity
gives a 3.6% reduction in deprivation
(source – Transport Times).
Make the journey part of the holiday?
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Response
EVs are not the total solution. They fit into the
hierarchy of sustainable transport… walking,
cycling, public transport… if you must drive,
make it EV.
Once uptake takes off subsidies and tax
benefits will be (probably) phased out. So
driving will be at around the same price as it is
now.
80-90% of EV drivers charge cars like their
phones – at home, overnight. Rapid charging
will fill up in 30-60 minutes. Incentives to switch
to EVs are already in place;
- No road tax.
- Cheap fuel.
- Company car tax zero rated.
- Grants for home/work charge points.
£3.5k off purchase price.
80% of new cars are bought as personal
contract purchase. Pay per month for 3 years
and swap for a newer model. Recently this has
produced a second-hand market – so
cheaper cars are becoming available.
The UK government needs to follow the
number 1 EV country: Norway. There the
government has made EVs so popular by
removing the VAT. Made it a no-brainer as EGolf is cheaper than a normal Golf.
CAT have just brought out E-diggers. All major
manufacturers are looking at bring out Eversions.
For very large vehicles, H2 is probably the
future. Sheffield council are trialling E-bin
trucks. E-aircraft are coming, so who knows the
future?
Response

“Visitor Experience”
Shift what a ‘visit’ to the Peak District means to
people.
Car free big cities.
Car free “packages”.
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Questions for Alistair Kirkbride,
Transport Consultant
Car-free.
How would local residents and farmers
be accommodated in a car-free
National Park?
City Centres?
How well could your methods apply to
towns and cities?
In addition to replacing petrol/diesel
with EVs, how do we also encourage
fewer trips and lower levels of car
ownership, especially in rural areas?
And especially residents?
Components of Solutions
Mobility as a service. What are the
challenges in a National Park setting?

What’s the role of e-bikes in National
Parks

Why don’t we make public Transport
Free in National Parks?
Different Model
Do we need to think restraints on car
travel in the National Park?
Lake District example - said the
change from LSTF didn’t stick. So what
do you think could be done, which
would permanently increase public
transport use in a National Park
environment, which would be
politically acceptable and affordable?
Fuelling
What potential is there for mass transit
(buses and trains) to go green as a
further incentive?
What is the potential for Peaks to
generate low-carbon energy?
Onshore wind.
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Response
“Car-free” doesn’t mean “Car-free”… it means
traffic managed. Journeys that require a car fit
in to car-share, taxis, PAYG private cars, if an
absence of alternative solution, locally.
Learn from cities?
Car free city centres – locally relevant
integrated transport services accessed via
account.
1. Need services to integrate.
2. Current competitive system: a) create
business case for collaboration or b)
change regulations and policy to
encourage collaboration.
- Very high
- Most journeys are short-medium
- High carbon travellers are a core e-bike
market.
- People like e-bikes – like they like cars.
- Best solution for NP exploration.
- We could with a different economic model
- E.g. Visitor Improvement programme (VIP)
levy.
- We should as part of world-class visitor
experience as well as carbon reduction.
Yes, but as an integral part of access and
transport master planning.
The spatial aspect is why NPA is core
organisation to lead on this.
Reconstruct the model for assess and
transport.
At appropriate scale ‘mobility catchment’.
- Different economic model.
- Different ‘services proposition’.
… and so any vehicle should be;
1. As low emission as possible and
2. Fuelled using as local-as-possible and as
low-emission-as-possible energy.
1. Reduce demand first.
2. Ensure energy is sourced appropriately
e.g. small solar charge points for villages
etc.
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Actions with impact
With the reminder of the imperative of taking action that leads to results, the groups
collectively discussed what they felt the Peak District National Park Partnership should be
taking action on under their topic area (land management or transport). Ideas were put
under the headings:
a) Supporting others’ work
b) Lobbying beyond the National Park
c) Taking a lead in the Peak District
The actions were noted as being either short-term ST (1-3 years) or medium-term MT (3+).
The content generated was as follows:
Group 1 – Land Management
Suggested actions the Peak District National Park Partnership should be
taking
Improving planning guiding principles at an early stage i.e. P.V./ tree
planting.
Other Local Authority involvement on peat management esp. climate
emergency opportunities.
Extend partnership development work with builders/land agents/experts
in the renewable field/sector.
Explore and support hydro options with a range of partners.

a) b)
c)?

ST /
MT?

A

ST

A

ST

A

ST

A

Basic/place-based research and development improvements.

A

Increase electricity capacity to enable fast charge in remote rural areas.
Re-introduce realistic feed in tariffs.
Representing uplands and National Park area into Agri/CAP schemes.
Extend and manage woodland cover.
Farm waste processing to avoid emissions and provide fuel.
Natural capital assessment.
Coordinating a wider peat land management programme across the
Pennines.
Proactive positive renewables information now

B
B
B
B
B
B

MT
ST &
MT
ST
ST
ST
MT
MT
MT

C

ST

C

MT

Top three short-term actions




Finish the job of securing the carbon and move towards sequestration in upland
peat.
Facilitate the NFU 2040 Climate Change Actions.
Introduce more flexibility in planning to achieve and encourage green building.

Top three medium-term actions



Encourage renewable energy in a proactive way.
Review and improve farm waste processing.

Biggest barrier to action


Restriction of planning policies. Rewrite the rule book?
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Uncertainties/knowledge gap that presently exists around climate change issues
and solutions.

Group 2 – Land Management
Suggested actions the Peak District National Park Partnership should be
taking
Have a Peak District plan for how we will deliver NFU is Net Zero by 2040.
Incentives for existing good practice and major improvements in land
management. *biggest impact.
Supporting biodiversity/conservation and net positive gain.
Lobbying upstream supply chain to reward carbon-efficient farming
Test a PD carbon calculator on a range of farming/land management to
move to develop generic advice leading to;
Very clear advice to farmers on practical measure on how to get to net
zero.
Productivity measures to internalise carbon efficiency. *biggest impact.
Research into the pastoral regime in the Peak District that will deliver
carbon sequestration.

a) b)
c)?
A

ST /
MT?
ST

B

MT

B
B

MT
M

C

ST

C

MT

C

ST

Top three short-term actions




Test a Peak District carbon calculator on a range of farm and land types – to
develop generic advice.
Have a Peak District plan for how we will deliver NFU’s “Net Zero by 2040”.
Research into the pastoral regime in the Peak District that will deliver carbon
sequestration.

Top three medium-term actions




Productivity measures to internalise carbon efficiency.
Incentives for existing good practices and major improvements in land
management.
Lobbying upstream supply chain to reward carbon efficient farming.

Biggest barrier to action




Finance
o Development.
o Delivery.
o Bottom line.
Incentives
o Capital investment.
o Annual payments.

Group 3 – Land Management
Suggested actions the Peak District National Park Partnership should be
taking
EV charging networks – expansion.
Exploring opportunities with agro-forestry (and threats to other interests
such as landscape character.
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a) b)
c)?
A

ST /
MT?
ST

A

ST
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Suggested actions the Peak District National Park Partnership should be
taking
Linking with the appropriate universities on measuring and therefore
reducing carbon.
Research and development;
- reducing plastic use (silage wrap)
- sward height and carbon/biodiversity
- carbon flux and land use
Min-till/zero-till(changing the mindset towards soil cultivation.
Artificial fertilisers – the importance of targeted use, and consideration of
organic fertilisers.
Hope Cement Works – definitely needs addressing.
ELMS – public money for public goods.
Trialling initiatives/ proof of concept by private investment.
Collective communications between partners (one voice–one message).
Zero visitor emissions for given valley (Hope Valley).
Practical land management advice.

a) b)
c)?

ST /
MT?

A

ST

B

ST

C

ST

C

ST

C
ABC
ABC
ABC
ABC
ABC

MT
ST
MT
ST
MT
ST

Top three short-term actions




Establish a collective voice: one message.
Practical land management advice. For the integrated and balanced delivery of
public goods (and food production) using trusted advisors and networks.
Using and building on existing networks (cs facilitation fund, cluster groups etc).

Top three medium-term actions




Review contribution of Hope Cement Works to C.C. mitigation efforts.
Improve farm infrastructure to increase efficiency within context of future public
good delivery.
Zero visitor emissions for a given valley (Hope Valley).

Biggest barrier to action




Uncertainty / clear direction.
Money.
Incentives. Backed up with sound regulation.

Group 4 – Land Management
Suggested actions the Peak District National Park Partnership should be
taking
Fostering a cross-sectoral and entrepreneurial approach to the
development of low carbon businesses and eco-tourism.
Ensure that ELMS provides TRUE long term support for transition period and
beyond.
Ensuring the Peak District and UK have a healthy dairy sector for food
security (and move away from meat) Balance; productivity, carbon
reduction, biodiversity and welfare.
Continuing of funding for long-term carbon work transcending the shortterm funding cycles.
Offering clear message to the public and partners about carbon in the
Peak District – emissions, storage, ability to sequester.
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a) b)
c)?

ST /
MT?

A

MT

A

ST

A

MT

B

S/MT

C

ST
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Suggested actions the Peak District National Park Partnership should be
taking
Explore ways in which tree planting can contribute to sustainable
agriculture in the NP landscape.
Lower volume – higher quality meat;
- Relationships with customers.
- Marketing.
- Infrastructure – abattoirs, machinery, buildings.
Explore possibilities of growing more novel crops on a small scale but
marketing and processing them through local cooperatives e.g. nuts,
fruits…
Clarity in the science of carbon measurement relating to land use – how
much is emitted, sequestered, stored? Needed for accurate picture
Farms have 3 phase electricity so could farms be EV charging points?
“Open Farm Car Charging” (link to Open Farm Sunday?)

a) b)
c)?

ST /
MT?

C

ST

C

MT

C

MT

C

ST

C

ST

Top three short-term actions




Developing a cross-partner, Peak District wide “message’ about carbon and the
Peak District, to offer clarity for the public and partners. What is emitted,
sequestered, stored, by which sectors.
Clarity in the science/evidence of carbon measurement relative to land use – how
much carbon is sequestered, stored from/by different Peak District habitats and
land uses? Needed for building an accurate picture.
Explore ways in which tree planting can contribute to sustainable agriculture in the
National Park landscape.

Top three medium-term actions



Fostering a multi-sectoral entrepreneurial approach to come up with solutions e.g.
by low carbon farming/business, eco-tourism, forest food, cooperatives, nuts, fruits,
lower volume, higher quality meat.
Lobby for continuity of funding for long-term carbon work, e.g. Moors for the Future.
We need to transcend the short-term project funding cycles.

Biggest barrier to action


Carbon is not part of the ‘price’ at the moment, so there is no commercial interest.
The cost is borne by land managers and eventually consumers if food costs more or
taxes needed for remediation.

Group 5 – Land Management
Suggested actions the Peak District National Park Partnership should be
taking
Researching and implementing techniques within productive farming to
increase carbon sequestration/GHG emission reduction.
Liaising with NFU re GHG emissions reduction and increasing
sequestration in the Peak District – joint initiative?
‘Rewilding’ as part of long-term rotation.
Influence ELMS to ensure carbon/GHG management is incentivised.
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a) b)
c)?

ST /
MT?

A

MT

A

ST/MT

B
B

MT
ST
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Suggested actions the Peak District National Park Partnership should be
taking
Increasing tree cover;
- Agro-forestry.
- New native woodland.
- Farmland, trees and shrubs.
Appraisal of opportunities for sustainable /eco-tourism as financially
viable/complementary land use.
Retaining existing high C-storage habitats
Blanket bog restoration.
More renewable energy sources – wind, hydro. Small scale? Appraisal of
what could be done.
Looking at White Peak Trials work in terms of carbon benefits.
Working with land-owners/managers to look at carbon budgeting on
their landholdings and provide advice on reducing GHG.

a) b)
c)?

ST /
MT?

B&C

MT

B&C

ST

B&C
C

ST/MT
ST/MT

C

ST

C

ST

A&C

MT

Top three short-term actions




Retaining existing high carbon storing habitats e.g. semi-natural grassland.
Appraisal of opportunities for renewable energy generation across the Peak District
National Park – how to balance against other priorities.
Influence ELMS to focus on carbon reductions from land and work with land owners
to implement it.

Top three medium-term actions




Landscape scale restoration (rewilding, afforestation, agroforestry, increase in
blanket bog).
Developing alternative models to monetise positive use of land (in terms of carbon,
biodiversity etc) e.g. eco-tourism, alternative financial investment.
NFU liaison.

Biggest barrier to action


Economics of land ownership/ incentivising land owners – making alternative land
use financially viable.

Group 6 – Land Management
Suggested actions the Peak District National Park Partnership should be
taking
Involving landowners in supporting other benefits of land use change.
Sharing data, developing evidence base.
Engaging financial institutions, health care providers, others to leverage
capital.
Regenerate farming demonstrating low-carbon livestock production.
Baseline national capital and carbon emissions analysis.
Capturing best practice in a collaborative way to inform ELMS and NRN
development.
Supporting transition to public payments for public foods (ELMS).
Carbon sequestration - advancing the conservation, showing what
works in the landscape.
Landscape scale planning and management of land use change
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a) b)
c)?
A
A&C

ST /
MT?
ST
ST

B

ST

B&C
AB&C

MT
ST

B&C

ST

B&C

MT

C

MT

C

MT
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Top three short-term actions




Lobbying to support development of public payments for public goods to develop
ELMS that drive to net zero.
Engaging financial institutions, other partners and funders to leverage capital for
adaptation/mitigation projects.
Developing baseline natural capital/carbon emissions data alongside clear carbon
accounting for deliver real-world offsetting.

Top three medium-term actions




Supporting the transition to ELMS.
Demonstrating carbon sequestration in practice through sustainable farming,
peatland restoration, woodland creating projects.
Landscape scale planning and management of land use change.

Biggest barrier to action


Lack of funding and resources.

Group 7 – Sustainable Transport
Suggested actions the Peak District National Park Partnership should be
taking
Bike trains to access trails (Train Operating Companies)
Research/analyse movement around the Park/to the Park.
Restore bus services and add new services. (Local authority and Bus
Companies)
Reinstate Buxton-Matlock Rail (quarries).
‘Touring has to be part of the holiday’ so public transport has to be clean
and good.
Integrated transport.
Through ticketing.
Electrify rail.
Evening Transport.
Complete White Peak Loop.
EV taxi with Park/Derbyshire charging points at stations/taxi ranks for taxis.
Integrated infrastructure.
Include Buxton/Matlock in transport plan.

a) b)
c)?
A
A

ST /
MT?
ST
ST

A

ST

A

MT

A

MT

B
B
B
B&C
C
C
C
C

MT
ST
MT
ST
ST
MT
MT
ST

Top three short-term actions




Restore bus service and add new ones.
Research/analyse movement around/to Parks to inform Integrated Transport
Strategy.
Include transport links into Parks in planning (particularly Buxton/Matlock) from
urban areas.

Top three medium-term actions


Reinstate the rail line Buxton to Matlock as full passenger line and freight and
heritage.
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Improve Hope Valley line to provide full leisure service.
Complete the White Peak Loop.

Biggest barrier to action


Gaining consensus to deliver seeds of change required with particular reference to
transport.

Group 8 – Sustainable Transport
Suggested actions the Peak District National Park Partnership should be
taking
Public Transport;
- Car free days?
- Innovative and forward-thinking approaches.
- Partnership Working.
- Accessibility?
- Fit for purpose?
- Electrification? (infrastructure).
- Poo Bus? (e.g. Bristol).
Cycle routes;
- Improved infrastructure.
- Safety concern?
- Introduce cycling corridors.
- Improved access to entry points
Responsible marketing – integrated approach with hospitality, transport
etc = “low carbon tourism culture.”
International visitors;
- How to de-carbon?
- How to incentivise low carbon international travel?
Local Authorities;
- Joined up integrated approach.
- Regulation.
- Focus on service, not profit.
Replace fleet vehicles with E-vehicles.
Improving EV transport infrastructure.
Integrated visitor experience based on behavioural research into
touchpoints.
- Convenience.
- Safety.
- Cost.
Hope Valley Climate Action and PDNDA and public transport providers
team up to run ‘car-free days’ to prove concept of what it could look
like. And make a film to promote it. c.f. Alistair’s ‘valley’ quote.
Public Transport;
- Increased support for local initiatives.
- Tailored towards a ‘low-carbon tourism culture’.
- Integrated and partnership approach.

a) b)
c)?

ST /
MT?

A

ST

A

ST

A&B

LT

B

MT

B

MT

C
C

ST
ST/MT

A&C

ST

C

ST

C

ST

Top three short-term actions


Designing a low carbon tourism culture based on behavioural research, home-tostay, purpose-designed transport.
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Replacing fleet vehicles with electric vehicles and associated charging
infrastructure.
Trialling car-free days (“take a valley”) to promote less car use/ more sustainable
travel (key is involving public transport providers and regulators. Goal focussed)

Top three medium-term actions




Lobbying to decarbonise international travel and responsible overseas marketing.
(c.f. the Sheffield Outdoor City ‘brand’).
Designing an affordable public transport service that is need-driven rather than
solely commercially driven.
Campaigning to change public attitudes and behaviours relating to car-travel.

Biggest barrier to action


Why in the face of evidence that sustainable transport initiatives are effective for
carbon-reduction, air quality, public health, social inclusion and economic vitality
are decision makers NOT making them their priority? (political view and public
determination?)

Group 9 – Sustainable Transport
Suggested actions the Peak District National Park Partnership should be
taking
Promotion of initiatives through user groups etc.
Sharing resources (staff etc).
Public transport issues A.P.P.G. (sustainable transport).
Private Sector involvement and opportunities.
What behaviour change ‘nudges’ would work?
Lobby Rail/Bus operators.
Better 4G/5G phone network.
Develop ‘internal’ Park travel solutions.
“Hope Valley Hopper” Expansion/Development.
Take advantage of the area (being so central) and create effective
connectivity methods.
Coordinate travel providers.
Consolidate existing research and develop a plan.

a) b)
c)?
A
A
B
B
B
B
B
C
C

ST /
MT?
ST
ST/MT
ST
MT
ST
ST
MT
MT
ST

C

ST

C
C

ST
ST

Top three short-term actions




Consolidate existing research and develop a plan.
Co-ordinate travel providers and lobby rail/bus operators.
What behaviour change nudge would work?

Top three medium-term actions




Develop ‘internal’ National Park travel solutions.
Private sector involvement and opportunities.
Better 4G/5G phone network.

Biggest barrier to action


Mindset and behaviour change.
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Group 10 – Sustainable Transport
Suggested actions the Peak District National Park Partnership should be
taking
 Triodos good business case?
 Genuine ethical funding?
 Disinvested investment?
Government incentives? DFT?
All National Parks have one voice. Collaborative thinking.
Overcome media influence by giving a positive message.
Legislation to prevent single car-users.
Transparent re. Hope Valley Cement Works?
Challenge the rail re-opening?
Electric shuttle buses around the park?
Sustainable low carbon access travel solution?

a) b)
c)?

ST /
MT?

A

ST

B
B
B
B
C
C
C
C

MT
ST
ST
MT
ST
ST
ST
ST

Top three short-term actions




Opening a constructive dialogue with quarry industries with the intention of
maximising emission reduction from ongoing activity.
Design a sustainable low-carbon access travel solution.
All National Parks to be encouraged to work collaboratively (align objectives).

Top three medium-term actions




Implement a low carbon-access solution.
Implementing a demonstration pilot of change transport regulation and licensing.
Demonstrate innovative and ethical investment solutions.

Biggest barrier to action


People stepping out of their comfort zone.

Group 11 – Sustainable Transport
Suggested actions the Peak District National Park Partnership should be
taking
“Zingo” / Uber coach hailing model.
Lobbying UK Government on strategic approach.
Lobby South Yorkshire Transport Executive (and others).
Urban Mayoral lobbying collegiate response
Behavioural change?
Free parking for EVs?
Citizens’ Assembly.
Tourism sector map of potential routes.
Intelligence-led audience segmentation.

a) b)
c)?
A
B
B
B&C
C
C
C
C
C

ST /
MT?
ST
ST
ST
ST
MT
MT
ST
ST
ST

Top three short-term actions



National Park Authority to lead and coordinate relevant authorities to demonstrate
and evaluate car-free approaches. Identify specific locations, projects and routes.
Gather data and intelligence to inform new projects – demographics, behaviour.
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Work with Destination Management Organisation (DMO) and tourism sector to
promote car-free visits: marketing campaign.

Top three medium-term actions




Develop Citizens’ Assembly to inform and guide.
Incentivise electric vehicles/ low carbon transport through discounts to attractions
etc.
Talk to key regional players e.g. Greater Manchester Mayor about new relationships
and promoting transport links.

Biggest barrier to action


Administrative fragmentation.

Group 12 – Sustainable Transport
Suggested actions the Peak District National Park Partnership should be
taking
Combined service visits (planned) e.g. to doctor/ hospital.
- Run via community care groups – commercially attractive.
Incentivising EV users with free parking.
Use of more multi-occupancy vehicles.
Road user charging.
More funding to sustainable transport.
Investment in rail services.
Understanding that any investment is likely to produce long-term gains.
Change how transport projects are assessed to reflect health,
wellbeing/environment.
More cycle storage on trains and public transport.
Consider ‘car-free’ days – investigate limitations/ options
Experimental road closures with view to making permanent.
Offer Peak as a test bed for pilot schemes.
Extension/completion of sustainable transport routes such as cycle trails
etc.

a) b)
c)?

ST /
MT?

A
A
A&B
A&B
B
B
B
B
B
B
C
C
C

Top three short-term actions




Car-free weekends e.g. Bakewell.
Incentivise EV users with free parking.
Combining planning service visits e.g. hospitals, doctors, etc.

Top three medium-term actions




EV charging points and encourage uptake in usage.
Extension of sustainable transport network, e.g. cycle trails.
More resource from central government.

Biggest barrier to action


Politics – local and national.
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Group 13 – Sustainable Transport
Suggested actions the Peak District National Park Partnership should be
taking
Understanding peoples’ travel habits in detail (data): where people are
travelling to and from (involve other organisations and events) so
transport is organised by people who are using it – bottom up.
Working with Manchester on public transport provision in High Peak
(including integrated ticketing).
Active travel-installation of extensive cycle network; no parking on
pavements – priority to pedestrians (sticks and carrots).
Closer cooperation between organisations on projects, e.g. EV charge
point installations (ensure communication is two-way).
Lobbying Western power distribution and other DNOs to innovate in rural
areas.
Reduce up-front costs to install electricity grid cabling (in the ground)
across the Peak District.
Planning: Strengthen net zero carbon goal so can be achieved through
planning policy.
Automatic number plate recognition - data should be available (from
DVLA and others; police, H.E.) so can share similar journeys.
Car-club in a village location (EV/shared use/central location) trial
investigation – must be properly resourced (carrot)
Zero private cars in the National Park (So only car-clubs or park and ride)

a) b)
c)?

ST /
MT?

A

ST

A

ST

A

ST&MT

A

ST

B

ST

B

ST

B

ST

B

MT

C

ST

C

LT

Top three short-term actions




Encouraging provision of EV charge-points to promote EV use.
Promote shared journeys using electric vehicles (buses, cars)
Assess capacity of electricity grid locally and combine upgrades with broadband
provision.

Top three medium-term actions




Improving and extending provision of dedicated pedestrian and cycling routes
including short, linking sections.
Changing the standards for home energy insulation and energy management.
Lobby Manchester/Sheffield to extend travel tickets to cover Peak District.

Biggest barrier to action


Culture change:
o Shifting users’ perception of developing transport that meets their needs.
o Shifting perception of transport providers to be pass paternalistic and
embrace ‘bottom up’ ideas.
o It is a transitional process.
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Group 14 – Sustainable Transport
Suggested actions the Peak District National Park Partnership should be
taking
Better information, joined up information walk/cycle/taxi/bus. Quick fix.
Missing cycle links Chesterfield/Sheffield etc. The last mile that’s missing on
certain routes.
“Good reason to want to make the change. Not making an impact but
is… hearts and minds” (like no-smoking in pubs)
Making it accessible for all.
Destination discounts. Who takes the revenue hit? Pricing model discount
vs cost of car park etc. i.e. Get the message out £4 off at Chatsworth by
bus. Making sure everyone hears.
Ability of trains to carry bikes. 2 space limits. Pacer units?
Infrastructure at stations. Bike share, bike storage, safe storage, changing
facilities.
More funding for public transport improvements (from government or
capital investors)
Collaboration. Or does it cause issues? Politically. Local highways /6
around the Peak District. Need everyone to be bold otherwise it’ll only
displace…
UK wide charge on miles ‘National road charging’ EV helps air quality but
still gives congestion. Would need to be ringfenced.
Congestion!
 Congestion charge?
 Environmental levy?
- Infrastructure £1 spent £7 of GVA.
- 23% of car users could use bus if it was quick /reliable.
- 1% in reduced journey time on bus = -1% in users and less commercial
use funding to improve priorities and to reduce congestion and
improves air quality.
Section 106. Green Travel Plan enforceable and with ‘hooks’ not just
paper pushers.

a) b)
c)?
A

ST /
MT?
ST

A

ST

A

ST

A

ST

A

ST

B

MT

B

ST

B

MT

B

ST

B

MT

C

MT

C

ST

Top three short-term actions



Improve cycle links and related infrastructure. Making it easier for people to come
from transport hubs. Bike share, bike storage, safe storage, changing facilities,
electronic information, car share etc.
Planning /Section 106/ CIL. Sustainable travel planning. Not just for one
development but a pot for district use. Enforceable! Moving home is a conscious
decision time for change.

Top three medium-term actions



Congestion. Work to improve infrastructure to relieve congestion, making public
transport quick and reliable, encouraging modal shift and making public transport
more commercial. Make it easy to serve and commercial market will supply…
Environmental levy – like a congestion charge but politically more acceptable?
Ringfence for benefit to encourage modal shift. Fund mobility credits, mobility as a
service (MAAS) electric car clubs. Package everything together - taxi/bus/car
clubs/bikes/car parking.
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UK wide charge on miles. “National Road Charging” EV helps air quality but still give
congestion. Ringfence for use.

Biggest barrier to action


Lack of political will!
o Complacency - won’t affect me…
o Convincing - more than the votes of now…
o Multiple authorities surrounding. All need to move together?

Other ideas / points shared during the workshop discussions






Ask for the attendees to document what they are already doing to help recognise
the good work that’s been done so far and what future steps are coming up.
A UK wide carbon allowance* is needed to create ‘drivers’ for real change (*on all
UK residents, and VAT style charge on businesses).
We need to talk about climate resilience.
Not everything can be achieved through the National Park Management Plan.
Local Plan policies will need a radical step change for low carbon.
Offer: a series of climate change summits. Pennine Prospects and the Moors for the
Future Partnership could offer a summit on uplands / urban and their relationships
with peatlands and woodland services.

Commitment & leadership
The transcript of the ‘questions, answers and commitment from local leaders’ session is
available on request.
Wrapping up
Andrew McCloy
Reflections on the day: this is just a little step forward. We’ve got a lot more steps to go
and some very difficult steps. Need to talk about energy and community action. But let’s
start with those actions that will make the biggest contribution. We intend to organise a
Peak District event for all schools and young people next year. This is a collaborative
process and we need to work together with our partners. It’s not easy and there are no
magic answers. Our uplands are only just beginning to recover from pollution, overgrazing,
erosion, and fires. Millions of day visitors present challenges. But there is an opportunity to
show what is possible. If we can get it right in this popular place, then we can send people
home with positive messages about low carbon lifestyles and ways forward. We have to
be ambitious.
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Raleigh UK Ltd
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